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Abstract
Video-based person re-id has drawn much attention in recent years due to its prospec-
tive applications in video surveillance. Most existing methods concentrate on how to rep-
resent discriminative clip-level features. Moreover, clip-level data augmentation is also
important, especially for temporal aggregation task. Inconsistent intra-clip augmenta-
tion will collapse inter-frame alignment, thus bringing in additional noise. To tackle the
above-motioned problems, we design a novel framework for video-based person re-id,
which consists of two main modules: Synchronized Transformation (ST) and Intra-clip
Aggregation (ICA). The former module augments intra-clip frames with the same prob-
ability and the same operation, while the latter leverages two-level intra-clip encoding
to generate more discriminative clip-level features. To confirm the advantage of syn-
chronized transformation, we conduct ablation study with different synchronized trans-
formation scheme. We also perform cross-dataset experiment to better understand the
generality of our method. Extensive experiments on three benchmark datasets demon-
strate that our framework outperforming the most of recent state-of-the-art methods.
1 Introduction
Person re-identification (Re-id) aims to recognize the same person in different images or
videos captured by different cameras distributed at separated physical locations. With the
emergence of deep learning methods within recent years and their influence on the computer
domain, video-based person re-id is in high demand for video surveillance and has driven
significant progress. Specifically, video-based person re-id is a generalized image-based
person re-id problem. Given a query video of one person and a gallery set which contains a
number of candidate videos, the system aims to compute the clip-level distance metric and
find the query person.
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In contrast with image-based person re-id which is consequently limited by the quality
of image [5, 20, 25, 27], video-based person re-id is more robust to noise. Diversity infor-
mation between consecutive frames can be adopted to complement a single-frame limited
representation [17, 24, 35], especially the frame is corrupted by occlusion or lighting. Most
earlier work [16, 19, 22, 35] concentrate on taking full use of inter-clip temporal information
to alleviate the spatial noise. Unfortunately, in those method, extracting temporal informa-
tion between two consecutive frames need much more parameters and lead to an excessively
heavy computational complexity. To effective harness the multi-frame information while
maintains low computational cost, temporal pooling has been widely used in most existing
method as the temporal aggregation scheme, which represent each frame as feature vector
and then aggregate them across time using average or maximum pooing [5, 6, 15]. How-
ever, directly average of max the frame-level features may destroy the dependency between
each feature, which means original feature domains has been changed. Moreover, temporal
pooling is a non-parameter operation, which not able to learn rich information from the new
domain. Thus the aggregated clip-level features may not be sufficiently discriminative for
identifying different persons. In this paper, we propose a Intra-clip Aggregation (ICA) mod-
ule that aggregate the frame-level features and then use a group of convolution kernels to
learn the distinctive clip-level features. Instead of only encoding the whole frame once time,
we concatenate a learnable module after temporal pooling operation in order to learn much
more information from clip-level feature. To maintain relative fewer parameters, we design
the learnable module with a bottleneck structure, following ResNet [9]. Due to the over-
fitting trap, we conduct cross-dataset experiment to prove the generality of our model. Data
augmentation is a crucial image-wise initialization technique as well as parameter-wise ini-
tialization in networks [7, 8]. In particular, video-based person re-id is essential to clip-level
distance metric learning tasks. Handling a sequence of images inconsistently will collapse
inter-frame alignment, thus bring in additional noise. To our knowledge, the prior work
[6, 15, 24] employ image-level data augmentation techniques to randomly augmented each
frame (e.g.cropping). In order to deal with the unreasonable data augmentation in video-
based person re-id, we synchronically augments the inter-clip frames with cropping, flipping
as well as erasing [14, 34].
To sum up, the main contributions of our work are in two-folds: (I) Due to the deficient
temporal aggregation scheme and unreasonable data augmentation, we design a novel frame-
work for video-based person re-id, which consists of two main modules to tackle with the
above-mentioned problem: Intra-clip Aggregation (ICA) and Synchronized Transformation
(ST). The former module leverages two-level intra-clip encoding to generate more distinctive
clip-level features, while the latter synchronously augments intra-clip frames. Consequently,
our temporal aggregation scheme with reasonable clip-level data augmentation can generate
more discriminative clip-level feature, while maintains relatively low computational costs.
(II) We perform extensive experiments on two benchmark datasets, ILIDS-VID [28] and
MARS [33]. Our method outperforms state-of-the-art methods without re-ranking. To eval-
uate the generality of our method, we conduct cross-dataset experiment on PRID2011 [11].
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows, We first give an overview of related
work in Sec 2, then we introduce the overall system framework for video-based re-id in Sec
3, and describe the proposed approach in details. In Sec 4, we conduct and analyze the
proposed method by extensive experiments and comparisons with other methods.
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2 Related Work
In this section, we give an overview about related work, including distance metric learning
for person re-id, temporal aggregation, and data augmentation techniques.
Distance Metric Learning for Person Re-id. Most previous work on image-based per-
son re-id focused on designing discriminative features [5, 12, 20] and robust distance met-
rics [1, 4, 30]. Recently, by combining impactful human semantic information [25, 27] and
robust loss function [10, 29] under a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [9], image-
based person re-id has achieved impressive progress. As for distance metric learning, Wojke
et al. [30] presented a Cosine SoftMax Classifier which enforces a cosine similarity on the
representation space. Hermans et al. [10] proposed the triplet loss to relax the contrastive
formulation allowing samples to move more freely as long as the margin is kept constant.
In [1], the authors splited the metric into texture and color components in order to learn deep
color-invariant features and color difference between a pair of cameras respectively. Metric
learning is also a challenging problem for video-based person re-id. You et al. [32] devel-
oped a top-push metric learning method to minimize intra-class variations and maximize
inter-class distance.
Temporal Aggregation. Recently, video re-identification has drawn significant attention.
Learning a discriminative clip-level feature is crucial to video-based person re-id. Most pre-
vious work dedicated to aggregating frame features vectors across temporal dimension into a
clip-level feature [6, 16, 17, 18, 35]. In [35], the authors extracts and aggregates the temporal
and spatial information between consecutive frames simultaneously with one-stream Neural
Network. However, in this way, the spatial feature of most frame are repeatedly learned,
hence which are susceptible to frame appearance. To overcome the limitation of one-stream
framework, [17] exploit additional network branch to extract optical flows between con-
secutive frames as the temporal information. Thereon, separately extract the spatial and
temporal features from RGB images and optical flow by two independent but weight sharing
CNN branch, and then aggregate them in intermediate layer. Liao et al. [16] employed a
succession of 3D convolution kernel pre-trained on kinetics to extract spatial and temporal
features simultaneously from a video volume, which keeps the intra-clip consistency and
learns the context information of local appearance patch. On the other hand, temporal align-
ment is a key point to temporal pooling performance [15, 18, 24]. Li et al. [15] create a
compact encoding of the video that exploits useful partial information in each frame. Liu
et al. [18] adopted historical appearance and motion context to search the missing parts and
suppress noisy parts. Song et al. [24] employ the high-quality region, which is predicted
by region-based quality predictor part, to compensate the influence of an image region with
poor quality.
Data Augmentation. Data augmentation, an explicit form of regularization, has been widely
used in the training process of CNN. Generally, this technique enlarge the training set by
various transformation, in order to best improve the classifier. Such as, cropping, flipping,
normalization, eliminating, colour shifting etc. [14, 23, 34]. So far, it has witnessed great
success not only in classifying and detection but also in image-based person re-identification.
Simonyan et al. [23] enlarged the original dataset by adjusting the attribute of brightness,
saturation and contrast of image probability. Zhong et al. [34] designed a new data augmen-
tation technique which randomly occludes an arbitrary region of the input image during each
training iteration. In this paper, we augments clip-level data with synchronized cropping,
flipping and erasing.
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3 Methodology
Approach Overview. We aim to enable the network to learn more discriminative and robust
clip-level features with relatively fewer parameters and lower computational cost. Temporal
pooling is an effective temporal aggregation scheme, which averages or maximize the differ-
ent video frames to resist spatial noise. However, the composite features derived from tempo-
ral pooling lack of discriminative representativeness due to the fact that the temporal pooling
cannot learn from clip-level feature. To handle this problem, we proposed an Intra-clip Ag-
gregation (ICA) module that aggregates the frame-level features and then uses a group of
convolution kernels to learn the distinctive clip-level features. In particular, compared with
simple temporal pooling baseline, our method generates more discriminative clip-level fea-
tures while maintains fewer computational load. We will introduce more details about ICA
module in Sec.3.2. The other contribution of our method is clip-level data augmentation
techniques. Video frame appearance plays an important factor in temporal pooling methods.
However, frame-based data augmentation techniques randomly augmented each frame that
make the frame unaligned and bring in additional noise factor for each frame. To address this
problem, we come up with clip-level initialization techniques, which synchronously augment
intra-clip frames. Overall, our person re-id matching model consists of two iterative proce-
dure: (1) syncronized data augmentation and (2) generalized clip-level feature aggregation,
as elaborated in the following.
3.1 Synchronized Data Augmentation Based on Video Re-id
In this section, we describe the temporal data augmentation (temporal Transform) techniques
in details. Our scheme expands the image-level augmentation techniques to clip-level, which
uniformly transforms all frame of a given sequence, just like artificially cropping or erasing
the same patch of each frame. We formulate the random transformation and synchronized
transformation as following.
Trt( f 1c , f
2
c , ..., f
T
c ) = {Ψ3(Ψ2 |Ψ1( f 1c )),Ψ3(Ψ2 |Ψ1( f 2c )), ...,Ψ3(Ψ2 |Ψ1( f Tc ))} (1)
Tst( f 1c , f
2
c , ..., f
T
c ) = {ϒ3(ϒ2 | ϒ1( f 1c , f 2c , ..., f Tc )} (2)
Where Trt and Tst is the operation of image augmentation and temporal augmentation. { f kc }Tk=1
denotes the set of frames of a given sequence. {Ψ3,Ψ2,Ψ1}and {ϒ3,ϒ2,ϒ1} represent three
type of image-level and clip-level data augmentation techniques respectively. As illuminated
in Figure 1, we implement temporal transform on data processing layer, which incorporates
three-part synchronized augmentation techniques: cropping, flipping and erasing. To further
analyze the performance of temporal augmentation, we conduct exploratory experiment on
Sec.4.2 and present a group of visualization result to support our analysis.
3.2 Intra-clip Aggregation Module
In this section, we describe the structure details of the proposed Intra-clip Aggregation (ICA)
module. Figure 2 shows that our ICA module consists of two sub-modules. The left part
exploit two sequential non-parameter encoding operation to generate a temporary clip-level
features, and another part utilize a clip-level encoding operation to reconstruct the clip-level
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Figure 1: Overall system architecture consists of two mainly transformation module: (1)Syn-
chronized Transformation and (2) ICA module. The left part illuminates our person re-id
pipeline, which has three important parts: a clip-level data transformer, an image-level fea-
ture extractor and a clip-level feature generator. The right part shows the processing pipeline
of each module(A:Synchronized Cropping, B:Synchronized Erasing and C:Overall Trans-
formation).
feature into high-class representation feature. We formulate the intra-clip pooling operation
as following:
Y1,c,h,w = Ft p(Xt,c,w,h) =
1
T
T
∑
t=1
Xt,c,w,h (3)
Zc,1,1,1 = Γgap(Yc,1,w,h) =
1
WH
W
∑
w=1
H
∑
h=1
Yc,1,w,h (4)
Where Xt,c,w,h denotes frame-level feature volume. It is notable that intra-clip pooling does
not change the dimension of frame channel, which means this operation not generated any
high-level features. Thus, we concatenate a learnable module after that to encode more
distinctive clip-level features. The formulation of clip-level encoding as following:
Qc˜,1,1,1 = Gc(Zc,1,1,1) (5)
Where Qc˜,1,1,1 is the target clip-level feature and Gc(·) represents the intra-clip encoding
operation. to To further reduce the computational cost, we adopted bottleneck structure to
instead of “one-step encoding" structure in intra-clip encoding block.
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Figure 2: Illustration of ICA module. The left part shows two-type of pooling operation
(temporal pooling and global average pooling) to generate a temporary clip-level feature.
The right part is a learnable block, which are used to generate more high-level intra-clip
features. We designed the learnable block as bottleneck structure.
4 Experiments
In this section, we thoroughly evaluate the proposed intra-clip aggregation module and clip-
level data augmentation technique on popular benchmark video re-id datasets. Firstly, we
introduce the experimental setting and implementation details in Sec 4.1, and then conduct
ablation study and present a group of visualization to support the ablation analysis in Sec
2.2. In Sec 4.3, we compare the performance of our method with state-of-the-art. At last, we
perform cross-dataset evalution to verify the generalization of the proposed method.
4.1 Experimental setting
Datasets. We conduct experiments on three commonly used video-based person re-id datasets,
including ILIDS-VID, PRID 2011 and MARS. (a) The ILIDS-VID dataset is composed of
600 video sequences of 300 distinct pedestrians observed in two non-overlapping cameras
views. The length of each video sequences varies from 23 to 192, with an average number
of 73 frames. The train and test set are splited evenly of 150 identities. It is a challeng-
ing dataset due to random occlusion, cluttered background as well as drastically variation
in illumination and blur. (b) The PRID 2011 datasets is another standard benchmark for
video-based person re-id. It contains 400 image sequences for 200 pedestrians from two
non-overlapping cameras. Following [3, 32], video sequences with more than 21 frames are
used. Finally, the experimental dataset contains 356 image sequences for 178 identities in
total. Compared with ILIDS-VID, PRID 2011 dataset, which collected in uncrowded scenes
with relatively clean backgrounds and rare occlusions. (c) The MARS is the one of the
largest datasets, which consists of 1,261 different IDs and around 20,000 “tracklets” (image
sequence) from 6 cameras. Each IDs, which is observed by at least 2 cameras, has 13.2
tracklets on average. All tractlets are obtained by computer vision algorithm which make
the dataset more challenging than datasets above. We evaluate the performance of proposed
method on ILIDS-VID and MARS, and perform cross-dataset evaluation on PRID2011.
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Evaluation Protocols. In our experiments, we follow the popular evaluation protocol: mean
average precision (mAP) score and cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) curve. For
the MARS dataset, we adopt mAP score and the CMC curve at Rank-1, Rank-5, Rank-10,
Rank-20 to evaluate re-id performance. For both PRID 2011 and ILIDS-VID, Rank-1, Rank-
5, Rank-10 and Rank-20 score of the CMC curve are reported.
Implementation Details. During training, we adopt Adam [13], as the optimizer to min-
imize the loss function with standard back-propagation, where batch size is set to 64 for
MARS and 32 for ILIDS-VID since the last dataset is relatively small. There are PK clips
in a batch, we set K=4 (identities), P=16 (clips of each person) and K=4, P=8 for MARS
and ILIDS-VID respectively; Where all of P and K are randomly sampled. Each input se-
quence is augmented with synchronized transformation and re-sized the all frames of a given
sequence to 224×112×3. Standard ResNet-50 [9] pretrained on ImagegNet is used as the
feature extractor. We set a smaller learning rate in our experiment, which initialized as
0.0004 and decreases to its 1200 every 200 epochs. The weight of ICA and classifier are ini-
tialized the same as ResNet strategy [8]. We use both triplet loss and cross-entropy loss [2]
to train out network. During testing, we not use synchronized transformation techniques,
except for re-size the input frames to 224×112×3. To calculate the similarity between query
and gallery video, we average all clip level feature vector f cp one IDs to represent the IDs
feature vector f¯p, and then compute the metric distance with query feature vector q¯. To prove
the generality of our method, cross-data evaluation is conducted on PRID2011 by utilized
the best model trained on ILIDS-VID.
4.2 Ablation Study
In this part, we conduct ablation investigation to analyze the effect of several factors upon
the performance, which include the ICA module, the setting of synchronized transformation.
Effectiveness of ICAN components. We set our baseline as random augmentation with only
using intra-clip pooling block. The sequence length is set to T=4 for compare three settings:
(1) baseline (2) ICA module (3) ICA moudle with synchronized transformation. The results
are summarized in Table 1, from the up to down we add the components one by one, where
intra-clip encoding block, ST respectively. intra-clip encoding means a “1x1+FC" block, and
ST represents the intra-clip synchronized transformation. It can be observed that after adding
a learnable block on baseline, the rank-1 accuracy is improved by 9.3% on ILIDS-VID and
1.8% on MARS. It also can be seen that “ICA+ synchronized transformation" performs bet-
ter than “ICA + random augmentation" which indicates the effectiveness of the intra-clip
data initialization. Analysis on synchronized transformation. Further exploration on the
Datasets ILIDS-VID MARS
Rank@k 1 5 20 1 5 20 mAP
baseline 76.7 92.0 96.7 84.2 94.0 97.4 77.8
ICA 86.0 97.3 98.7 85.5 95.8 97.4 80.0
ICA+ST 88.7 98.7 100.0 86.0 95.8 97.7 80.8
Table 1: Comparison of different proposed components.
effect of different synchronized transformation techniques. The sequence length is set to
T=4 and based on ICA module. We list the evaluation result on Table 2, from the up to down
we synchronized each data augmentation techniques one by one, where random cropping,
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Datasets ILIDS-VID
Rank@k 1 5 20
Random Transformation 86.0 97.2 98.7
+synchronized Cropping 87.3 98.3 99.3
+synchronized Flipping 86.7 98.0 98.7
+synchronized Erasing 88.7 98.7 100.0
Table 2: Exploring the synchronized transformation for ICAN on the ILIDS-VID datasets.
random flapping and random erasing. It can be seen that, the performance of “synchronized
cropping + synchronized flipping" is inferior, which implies given a slightly noise can ease
the over-fitting problem. Overall, synchronized transformation gives consistent improve-
ment over the random transformation. The improvement may come from encoding more
complementary information.
To support our analysis we gives a group of visualization result in Figure 3, which il-
lustrates the frame of ID1 to ID10 after random or synchronized transformation. We use
ImageNet pre-trained ResNet50 to extract each frame feature and reduce its dimensionality
to visualize [21]. We selected 2 clips from each ID and each clip contains 16 frames. We can
see that the frames of intra-class clip are more assembly after synchronized transformation.
4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-arts
For fair comparisons the performance, we set the sequence length T=4 according to the
other temporal aggregation method setting. We use our best result to compare with previous
state-of-the-art results in Table 3. The first three methods [17, 19, 26] focus on jointly
employing frame-level spatial features and frame-wise motion clues from a collection of
optical flow to represent clip-level features. The fourth [16] contributed to use a succession
of “one-step" convolution kernel to extract the spatial-temporal features simultaneously from
a video-volume. The last five methods [3, 6, 15, 18, 26] concentrate on aggregating intra-clip
frames over temporal dimension to represent a clip-level feature. We can see that our best
result achieves consistently superior performance over the recent state-of-the-art methods.
To verify the generality of our method, we will conduct cross-dataset evaluation with our
best model in Sec 4.4.
4.4 Cross-Dataset Testing
Due to the over-fitting trap, the model trained on one dataset would exhibit poor perfor-
mance on another. To better understand the generalization performance of our method, we
conducted cross-dataset experiment which where using the best model trained on ILIDS-VID
and tested on PRID2011. Table 4 revealed that our results achieves consistently superior per-
formance over other method, which demonstrates our model has certain generalization for
the cross-dataset testing.
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Datasets ILIDS-VID MARS
Rank@k 1 5 20 1 5 20 mAP
QAN [19] 68.0 86.8 97.4 73.7 84.9 91.6 51.7
AMOC+EpicFlow [17] 68.7 94.3 99.3 68.3 81.4 90.6 52.9
STSRN [26] 70.0 89.3 98.7 76.7 93.8 98.1 -
Non-local+C3D [16] 81.3 - - 84.3 - - 77.0
ST 2N [3] 57.7 81.7 94.1 79.3 91.1 96.0 66.8
STSRN [26] 70.0 89.3 98.7 76.7 93.8 98.1 -
Spatiotemporal [15] 80.2 - - 82.3 - - 65.8
Att [6] - - - 83.3 93.8 97.4 76.7
STIM+RRU [18] 84.3 96.8 99.5 84.4 93.2 96.3 72.6
Ours 88.7 98.7 100.0 86.0 95.8 97.7 80.8
Table 3: Performance comparison with other stare-of-the-art methods on ILIDS-VID and
MARS datasets. “-”: no reported results.
(a) Cropping(RT) (b) Flipping(RT) (c) Erasing(RT) (d) Overall(RT)
(e) Cropping(ST) (f) Flipping(ST) (g) Erasing(ST) (h) Overall(ST)
Figure 3: Comparisons random transformation(up) with synchronized transformation(down)
by visualization. ID1 to ID10 represented by different colours
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we focus on the problem of unaligned intra-clip data initialization and dis-
tinctive clip-level feature representation for video-based person re-id. To handle the above-
mentioned problem,we design a novel framework for video-based person re-id, which con-
sists of two main modules: Synchronized Transformation (ST) and Intra-clip Aggregation
(ICA). The former module augments intra-clip frames with the same probability and the
same operation, while the latter leverages two-level intra-clip encoding to generate more
discriminative clip-level features. We conduct ablation study to analyze the effects of each
module. Extensive experiments conducted on two benchmarks including MARS and ILIDS-
VID demonstrate the synchronized transformation and ICA module are beneficial to intra-
clip aggregation. Furthermore, we perform the cross-dataset evalution with our best model
to show the generality of our method.
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Datasets PRID 2011
Rank@k 1 5 20
CNN-RNN [22] 28.0 57.0 81.0
TRL [3] 29.5 59.4 82.2
ASTPN [31] 30.0 58.0 85.0
STSRN [26] 32.0 58.0 90.0
Ours 41.6 71.9 92.1
Table 4: Evaluation of the generality of the proposed method by cross-dataset testing
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